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HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Yankee Doodle Dead,
Carolyn Hart, Master mystery spinner Carolyn Hart gives us the tenth high-spirited entry in her
Agatha, Anthony and Macavity Award-winning Death on Demand series.The most delectable
sleuthing couple since Nick met Nora, Annie and Max Darling manage to find quite a bit of murder
in their allegedly safe and serene South Carolina island resort town. After all, murder is Annie's
business -- well, sort of. She's the proprietor of the popular Death on Demand mystery bookstore
and cafe, and her establishment seems to attract trouble like Annie's pesky felines, Dorothy L. and
Agatha, attract hairballs. Now, Annie and Max watch their Fourth of July holiday explode not only
with fun and fireworks, but with murder as well.The library board wants to declare its
independence from new member, retired Brigadier General Charlton "Bud" Hatch, a man
accustomed to being in charge. Hatch's takeover attitude has alienated everyone in town, especially
the women. But Annie finds it difficult to ignore him at a crowded patriotic festival -- particularly
when he's shot dead before her eyes.
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ReviewsReviews

This book can be worth a read, and far better than other. I could comprehended every little thing using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how the
blogger publish this pdf.
-- Rylee Funk-- Rylee Funk

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e
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